
COLLINE NOVARESI NEBBIOLO DOC
2016 - Vegan Certification

ABOUT THIS WINE

Where to find us:
Azienda Agricola Fontechiara

 Cascina Vallazza 10 - 28021 Borgomanero (NO)
Ph. +39 333 9131432 - Fax +39 (0) 322 843508 

www.cantinafontechiara.com - info@cantinafontechiara.com

Nebbiolo DOC is a red grape which produces all
great Piedmont wines and in Novara’s hills finds

his own ideal micro-clima. 
As the wine age in our oak cask with a complete

natural method, it takes on a characteristic brick-
orange hue at the rim of the glass and mature to

reveal other aromas and flavours such as violets,
tar, wild herbs, cherries, raspberries, truffles,

tobacco and prunes.
Decided intense flavour, intense spicy, with hints
of white pepper, cinnamon and liquorice, varietal

Nebbiolo balanced by notes of wood.
Nebbiolo wines can require year of aging in the

bottle to balance the tannins with other
characteristics.

 
VEGAN CERTIFIED WINE

Colour: ruby red coloured
Taste: dry, with a slight note of tannin and lingering taste

Fragrance: fine, elegant and spicy with notes of grape fruit 
Alcohol: 13,5%  vol. 

Variety: 100% Nebbiolo
Serving temperature: 18/20 °C

Recommended: best with roasts, red meats, game, strong cheeses



COLLINE NOVARESI ROSATO DOC
2018 -  "Chiaretta"

"Chiaretta"
ABOUT THIS WINE

Colour: light rose colored with copper shade
Taste: dry, round

Fragrance: fresh, strong, fruity with typical Nebbiolo aroma
Alcohol: 14.5%  vol. 

Variety: 100% Nebbiolo
Recommended: starters and summer lunch

Certification: VEGAN OK Certification obtained in 2018

Dove trovarci
Azienda Agricola Fontechiara

 Cascina Vallazza 10 - 28021 Borgomanero (NO)
Ph. +39 333 9131432 - Fax +39 (0) 322 843508 

www.cantinafontechiara.com - info@cantinafontechiara.com 

From Bogogno gentle hills, light breeze ventilated
from Monte Rosa, grows this Rosé Wine obtained

 from noble Nebbiolo grape in single variety
vinification.  We produce this Rosé using the same

methods that our ancestors did, vinifying the
nebbiolo grapes like a white wine, which means

fermentation without the skins. 
The result is rosé, which is then very lightly

filtered before bottling. 
This wine comes with an alternative look, a

refined design and a meticulous attention to
details.

 
VEGAN CERTIFICATION



COLLINE NOVARESI VESPOLINA DOC
2017

Vespolina DOC is a red wine grape that is
planted in north east Piedmont, typical of our
region. The grape is supposed to be most likely
indigenous to this area of Piedmont and recent

DNA profiling identified a parent-offspring
relationship with Nebbiolo. It is an ancient

variety that has traditionally been used with
Nebbiolo to add color, softness and roundness

to the wines.  
This wine is made exclusively with Vespolina

grapes grown in our vineyards with the
biodynamic method in harmony with nature

and tradition.
The name of this wine derive from the word
“wasps” (vespe, in Italian), which during the

maturation are attracted by the sweetness of
the grapes.

ABOUT THIS WINE

Colour: intense ruby red colour with purple hues
Taste: very smooth, round and balanced with good persistence, with a pleasantly tangy.

Sweet tannins that give the final toffee and white pepper
Fragrance: intense, fine, elegant and spicy with notes of grape fruit (red fruit jam)

Alcohol: 13%  vol. 
Variety: 100% Vespolina

Serving temperature: 18/20 °C
Recommended: best with red or white meat and traditional local dishes

Certification: VEGAN OK Certification obtained in 2018 

where to find us:
Azienda Agricola Fontechiara

 Cascina Vallazza 10 - 28021 Borgomanero (NO)
Ph. +39 333 9131432 - Fax +39 (0) 322 843508 

www.cantinafontechiara.com - info@cantinafontechiara.com



COLLINE NOVARESI ROSATO DOC
2018 - "la Nonna"

From Bogogno gentle hills, light breeze ventilated
from Monte Rosa, grows this Rosé Wine obtained

 from noble Nebbiolo grape in single variety
vinification.  We produce this Rosé using the

same methods that our ancestors did, vinifying
the nebbiolo grapes like a white wine, which

means fermentation without the skins. 
The result is rosé, which is then very lightly

filtered before bottling. 
This wine comes with an alternative look, a

refined design and a meticulous attention to
details.

ABOUT THIS WINE

Colour: light rose colored with copper shade
Taste: dry, round

Fragrance: fresh, strong, fruity with typical Nebbiolo aroma
Alcohol: 14.5%  vol. 

Variety: 100% Nebbiolo
Recommended: starters and summer lunch

Certification: VEGAN OK Certification obtained in 2018 

where to find us:
Azienda Agricola Fontechiara

 Cascina Vallazza 10 - 28021 Borgomanero (NO)
Ph. +39 333 9131432 - Fax +39 (0) 322 843508 

www.cantinafontechiara.com - info@cantinafontechiara.com



COLLINE NOVARESI ROSSO DOC
2016 - "il Nonno"

"Where innovation and tradition meet, there
you can find a moving, passion scented and

astounding wine." Tradition, wisdom and
ancientness merge in a rare and unique blend:

80 percent Nebbiolo - force and resolution -
and 20 percent Vespolina, the bizarre and

perky note which creates the perfect union.
First blend of the Fontechiara production, it

comes with an alternative look, a refined
design and a meticulous attention to details 

ABOUT THIS WINE

Colour: ruby red tending to garnet
Taste: full flavour with light and long tannic hints; very balanced and persistent on the

palat
Fragrance: delicate, structured with fruity notes

Alcohol: 13.5%  vol. 
Variety: 80% Nebbiolo e 20% Vespolina

Recommended: best with roasts, red meats, game and long-life cheeses
 

where to find us:
Azienda Agricola Fontechiara

 Cascina Vallazza 10 - 28021 Borgomanero (NO)
Ph. +39 333 9131432 - Fax +39 (0) 322 843508 

www.cantinafontechiara.com - info@cantinafontechiara.com 


